
RICH BOROWY
North Hills, California 91393-2608 USA

(818) 430-2608  -  062902@gmail.com

Qualification Extensions:
-Command of extensive research and development skills in complex applications related
 to dynamic applications with ability to enhance productivity.
-Authority in social and electronic media-based accounts and development.
-Detailed experience in electronic media programming formats, elements, and functions.
-Special skills in universal office management and elementary support.

Education:
Southern Illinois University-Carbondale (Media Communications)

Experience:
Archive Estate Sales LLC-Los Angeles, CA (Present)
-Fully maintained the marketing and liquidation of selected household goods and related personal effects 
for new and established clientele that resulted in desired commerce.
-Fashioned and coordinated a research and cataloging system for archival, written, and electronic 
environmental related fundamentals that derive from upon full functional status. 
-Provided and customized associated projects based upon necessary demands and requirements as 
desired improving all set performances.

Linear Cycle Productions-North Hills, CA (Present)
-Administered a custom tailored communication system for independent design amenities. 
-Maintains all in going and outgoing traffic of written, printed, and electronic administrated 
correspondence that provided in immediate results.                                                                                       
-Participant as a working associate within promotional media refinement for upscale consignment salons. 
-Facilitated within the coordination and programming of system based outlets for advertising based 
applications. Selected, scheduled, and composed promotional copy for focus study and criticism assigned 
to targeted commerce. 

Sterling Estate Sales and Consignments-Woodland Hills, CA (Previous involvement)                                                              
-Alined and conversed the commerce and forwarding the affairs by ascertaining liabilities and 
apportioning assets of favored domestic commodities and associated characteristic potency for advanced 
and legacy clientage where its effect were proven in desired trade.
-Created an approach in a development for an inventory structure using archival, written, and electronic 
regions and fundamentals that derived upon full and functional social positioning rankings. 
-Provided and customized associated projects based upon necessary demands and requirements as 
desired improving all set performances.

Eagle-Eye Digital-Burbank, CA (Previous involvement)
-Developed a successful marketing program for a motion picture to videotape transferring service. 
-Detailed specific elements for selected clients. 
-Established a networking system for locating new clients, and reaffirming established contacts though 
means of electronic based sources and manual operations. 
-Created press releases and text copy detailing the services available, and fashioned an electronic 
operating system distribution classification of traditional communication outlets to inform involved parties.      

Additional Portfolios:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/5541462902/
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